Evaluation of an Exhibition:

1) What is the title of this article?


2) What Journal, month, issue and page does the following appear

CRITIQUE FATIGUE - Walsh, Maria

3) Why should you…?

Resist the List: A Problem of Politics in the Evaluation of Contemporary Art
Lau, Charlene Author Information. C Magazine; Toronto Iss. 118, (Summer 2013): 24-27.

4) Using Primo find an exhibition that was on at either Baltic contemporary arts or Tate st Ives that was on in the last two years

   a. Using Art Full text find a review of that exhibition
   b. Using Arts Bibliographies modern find a review of that exhibition
   c. Using Business source complete find a review of that exhibition
   d. Using Nexis find a review of that exhibition

5) Which Database came back with the best results (not the most)

6) Based on all the reviews how would you rate the exhibition?